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Advanced SQL:1999 - Understanding Object-Relational and Other Advanced Features is the practitioner's handbook to the standard's advanced features. It is not a re-presentation of the standard, but rather an authoritative, in-depth guide to its practical application. Like its companion, SQL:1999 - Understanding Relational Language Components, which explained the standard's basic features, this book will show you how to make your applications both effective and standard-compliant.

This handy reference has a modular format so you can explore specific topics with ease. It is equally useful to those upgrading from earlier versions of SQL and those with no previous experience. Written by the standard's distinguished editor, Advanced SQL:1999 will complete your knowledge and support your skills like no other book can.


Features


	Focuses entirely  on the issues that matter to programmers who are connecting applications to databases.

	Details SQL:1999's object facilities, including structured user-defined types, typed tables, user-defined routines, and routine invocation.

	Examines facilities new to SQL, including those relating to on-line analytical processing (OLAP), management of external data (SQL/MED), and Java support.

	Covers the ongoing development of XML support.

	Includes appendices that cover the SQL:1999 annexes, a SQL:1999 example using UDTs, status codes, and useful information on the standardization process.


About the Author

Jim Melton is editor of all parts of ISO/IEC 9075 (SQL) and is a representative for database standards at Oracle Corporation. Since 1986, he has been his company's representative to ANSI INCITS Technical Committee H2 for Database and a US representative to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC32/WG3 (Database Languages). In addition, Jim has participated in the W3C's XML Query Working Group since 1998 and is currently co-Chair of that Working Group.  He is also Chair of the WG's Full-Text Task Force, co-Chair of the Update Language Task Force, and co-editor of two XQuery-related specifications.  He is the author of several SQL books.
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BizTalk Server 2016: Performance Tuning and OptimizationApress, 2018

	
		Gain an in depth view of optimizing the performance of BizTalk Server. This book provides best practices and techniques for improving development of high mission critical solutions.  You'll see how the BizTalk Server engine works and how to proactively detect and remedy potential bottlenecks before they occur.
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Architecting Web ServicesApress, 2001
	Presents a technology-agnostic approach that focuses on building Web  services-based applications around established open standards  
	Provides plenty of examples, illustrations, and code to help the reader not  only understand Web services but start implementing them right away 


Architecting Web...
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Street SaintAlgora Publishing, 2002

	A veteran paramedic decries the declining standards within the commercial ambulance corps and hospital emergency rooms. In a dramatic semi-autobiographical volume he points out several factors driving the decline (abuse and overwhelming of the system by Medicare/Medicaid patients and other non-emergency patients; and the way fiscal...
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The Mechatronics Handbook (Electrical Engineering Handbook)CRC Press, 2002
The Mechatronics Handbook is highly recommended for academic  libraries supporting undergraduate or advanced programs in electronics, electrical engineering, computer science, robotics, and related subjects.
-Holly Flynn, Mathematics Librarian, Michigan State University Vernon G. Grove Research Library

…This handbook is a...
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Extending Macromedia Flash MX 2004: Complete Guide and Reference to JavaScript FlashFriends of Ed, 2004

	With the release of Flash MX 2004, Macromedia gave us a brand-new Extensibility architecture layer, which let us look under the hood of Flash and extend its functionality. With the extensibility tools, which include behaviors, custom-made tools and commands, the JavaScript API (or JSFL), and the XML-to-UI API, you can literally extend Flash...
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Tissue-Specific Estrogen Action: Novel Mechanisms, Novel Ligands, Novel TherapiesSpringer, 2007

	Current molecular understanding of estrogen action has greatly profited from advances in molecular cell biology. These advances, and their implications for clinical use, were discussed by leading researchers from industry and academia during an international symposium held in Berlin, 1-3 March 2006 and are featured in this volume.
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